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Abstract This chapter is about Generalized Differential Evolution (GDE), which is


a general purpose optimizer for global nonlinear optimization. It is based on Differ-


ential Evolution (DE), which has been gaining popularity because of its simplicity


and good observed performance. GDE extends DE for problems with several ob-


jectives and constraints. The chapter concentrates on describing different develop-


ment phases and performance of GDE but it also contains a brief listing of other


multi-objective DE approaches. Ability to solve multi-objective problems is mainly


discussed, but constraint handling and the effect of control parameters are also cov-


ered. It is found that the latest GDE version is effective and efficient for solving


constrained multi-objective problems having different types of decision variables.
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1 Introduction


Multi-objective optimization means the simultaneous optimization of more than


one objective opposite to single-objective optimization where one objective is opti-


mized [19, pp. 1]. Many practical problems are multi-objective by their nature but


in the past they have been converted into a single-objective form to ease the opti-


mization process [19, pp. 3]. Improved optimization techniques and greater com-


puting power have made it possible to solve many problems in their original, multi-


objective form. Multi-objective optimization has, therefore, become an important


research topic in the field of optimization.


Evolutionary algorithms (EAs) [6] are population based stochastic optimiza-


tion methods that are inspired on Darwin’s evolution theory. EAs are able to deal


with difficult objective functions, which are, e.g., discontinuous, non-convex, multi-


modal, nonlinear, and non-differentiable, and which pose difficulties to most tradi-


tional optimization methods. Since many practical problems include such difficult


objectives, EAs have become popular during the last couple of decades. Develop-


ments in computer technology have also facilitated the use of EAs.


EAs have become popular also in multi-objective optimization since EAs are


capable of providing multiple solution candidates during the search process that is


desirable with multi-objective optimization problems (MOOPs). Some of the most


well known but already older multi-objective EAs (MOEAs) are the elitist Non-


dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA-II) [21] and the improved Strength


Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm (SPEA2) [99]. Some later MOEAs are the S Metric


Selection Evolutionary Multiobjective Optimization Algorithm (SMS-EMOA) [26],


Multiobjective Evolutionary Algorithm Based on Decomposition (MOEA/D) [95],


and Many-Objective NSGA-II (NSGA-III) [20].


Differential Evolution (DE) was proposed in 1995 [84] and it has been gaining


popularity because of its simplicity and good observed performance. Several ex-


tensions of DE for multi-objective optimization have already been proposed. Some


early approaches just transformed a MOOP into a single-objective problem and use


DE to solve the single-objective problem [5, 10, 90], whereas more recent and ad-


vanced approaches use mainly the concept of Pareto-dominance. The next section


mentions most of the multi-objective DE approaches as well as constraint handling


techniques used with DE.


The starting point of Generalized Differential Evolution (GDE) was an idea on


how DE could be extended to handle multiple constraints and objectives just by


modifying the selection rule of DE. The idea was originally proposed in [56] but


implemented and tested for [45]. When the results of the initial investigation were


published in [45], the method was named Generalized DE as it was generalization


of DE for multiple objectives and constraints. Already during preliminary studies it


was found that for good performance the method needed different control param-


eter values than usually adopted with single-objective DE and the diversity of the


obtained solutions could have been better. Therefore, work continued by studying


the effect of control parameter values and by developing the diversity preservation
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part of the method. Different GDE versions differ mainly in their ability to maintain


the diversity of the solutions.


The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: In Section 2, the concept of multi-


objective optimization with constraints is handled briefly. Also, basic DE and its ex-


tensions for multi-objective and constrained optimization have been covered. Sec-


tion 3 describes different development phases of GDE. Subjects of future work are


given in Section 4, and finally conclusions are drawn in Section 5.


2 Background and Related Studies


This section contains information about multi-objective optimization with con-


straints and evolutionary computation. The basic Differential Evolution and its ex-


tensions to constrained multi-objective optimization are also covered.


2.1 Multi-Objective Optimization with Constraints


Many practical problems have multiple objectives and several aspects create con-


straints to problems. For example, mechanical design problems may have several


objectives such as obtained performance and manufacturing costs, and available re-


sources may be limited. Constraints can be divided into boundary constraints and


constraint functions [57]. Boundary constraints are used when the value of a deci-


sion variable is limited to some range. Constraint functions represent more compli-


cated constraints that are typically divided into equality and inequality constraints.


Mathematically, an inequality constrained multi-objective optimization problem


(MOOP) can be presented in the form [66, p. 37]:


minimize { f1(x), f2(x), . . . , fM(x)}
subject to g1(x)≤ 0


g2(x)≤ 0
...


gK(x)≤ 0


x ∈ RD.


(1)


Thus, there are M objective functions fm to be minimized, K inequality constraints


presented with functions limiting the search space, and D decision variables. De-


cision variables, which define values of objectives and constraints, form together


a decision vector x. The goal of multi-objective optimization is to find a decision


vector x, which minimizes the objectives without violating any of the constraints.


Usually, the objectives are conflicting and it is not possible to find a single so-


lution that would be optimal for all the objectives [19, pp. 1–2]. Therefore, there


will be a set of solutions which represent the best possible compromises between
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different objectives. For such solutions it holds that none of the objectives can be


improved without impairing at least one other objective. This definition is com-


monly known as Pareto-optimality after a nineteen century scientist, Vilfredo Pareto.


Pareto-optimal solutions constitute the so-called Pareto optimal set. The image of


the Pareto optimal set in the objective space is called the Pareto front [17, pp. 11–


12]. Finding Pareto-optimal solutions for a MOOP is sometimes also called Pareto-


optimization [38]. The goal of Pareto-optimization is to find a set of solutions ap-


proximating the Pareto front having both a proper convergence and a distribution /


diversity, as uniform as possible, along the Pareto front [17, pp. 3–4]


Here we define that if there exist decision vectors x and y such that


∀m ∈ {1,2, . . . ,M} : fm(x)≤ fm(y) , (2)


then x weakly (Pareto-)dominates y and this is expressed as x � y. If


x � y ∧ ∃m ∈ {1,2, . . . ,M} : fm(x)< fm(y) , (3)


then x (Pareto-)dominates y and this is expressed as x ≺ y.


Solution candidates can be sorted based on dominance with non-dominated sort-


ing [19, pp. 40–44]. Solutions which belong to the same non-domination level do not


dominate each other. When solution candidates are sorted, non-dominated solutions


of all the solution candidates form the first non-domination level, non-dominated so-


lutions of the rest of the solution candidates form the second non-domination level,


and so on.


Many optimization algorithms are capable of creating solution candidates outside


the original initialization bounds of the decision variables. If a problem definition


contains boundaries for decision variable values, then some technique must be used


for handling boundary constraint violations. One could just reject the violating solu-


tion candidate and create a new one. Decision variable values can be also corrected


according to some rule to be inside the boundaries as described in [75, pp. 202–206].


A value that violates a constraint can be reset to the violated boundary or between


boundaries. One approach is to reflect any violation back into the feasible solution


area by the same amount by which the boundary was violated and this approach is


used in this chapter.


More complicated constraints are presented in the form of functions on one side


of the inequality having zero on the other side. A classical method to handle inequal-


ity constraints is a penalty function approach [19, p. 127]. The idea is to penalize an


infeasible solution by increasing the value of the corresponding objective function


by the constraint violation. This approach needs penalty parameters for constraint


violation that is not trivial and different penalty parameter values lead to different


results.


Parameter free approaches also exist and have been becoming popular lately


since they do not have the problem of choosing or adjusting appropriate parameter


values. Often these techniques are based on the following simple principles when


comparing two solutions at a time [19, pp. 131–132]:
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1. A feasible solution is better than an infeasible solution.


2. Among two feasible solutions, the better one has a better objective value.


3. Among two infeasible solutions, the better one violates the constraints less.


The difference between the approaches is in the case of two infeasible solutions.


One popular approach is to add constraint violations together and compare the sums


as used by Deb [19, p. 131]. Another approach is to use the dominance-relation in


the space of constraint violations [57]: If constraint violations of solution x dominate


constraint violations of solution y 1, then x is considered to be better.


The principles above can be extended to multiple objectives to have a constrain-


domination relation. Constrain-domination≺c is defined here such that x constrain-


dominates y, i.e., x ≺c y iff any of the following conditions is true [39]:


1. x and y are infeasible and x dominates y in respect to constraint violations.


2. x is feasible and y is not.


3. x and y are feasible and x dominates y in the objective function space.


The definition for weak constrain-domination�c is analogous when the dominance


relation is changed to weak dominance in the above definition.


2.2 The Elitist Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm


The elitist Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA-II) [21] has been the


most used and cited MOEA. The working principle of NSGA-II is as follows: At


each generation, a GA is used to create a child population which has an equal size


compared to the parent population. After a generation, the parent and child popula-


tions are combined together. If the population size is NP, then the combined popula-


tion has size 2NP. The combined population is sorted using non-dominated sorting


and the best NP individuals are selected based on non-domination level. Thus, indi-


viduals from the best non-domination level are selected first, then individuals from


the second best non-domination level, and so on until the number of selected indi-


viduals is NP. Probably, the number of solutions in the last non-domination level to


be selected is too big to fit totally into the set of NP individuals. Then the number


of solutions is reduced based on a crowding estimation among the individuals of the


last non-domination level to be selected. The idea is to remove the most crowded


individuals until the remaining individuals fit into the selected set of NP individuals.


Crowding estimation in NSGA-II is based on a distance metric called the crowd-


ing distance. The crowding distance for a member of a non-dominated set tries to


approximate the perimeter of a cuboid formed by using the nearest neighbors of


the member. For a member of a non-dominated set, the crowding distance is cal-


culated by finding the distance between two nearest solutions on either side of the


member along each of the objectives. These distances are normalized by dividing


1 We define that x dominates y with respect to constraints iff ∀k : g′k(x) ≤ g′k(y)∧∃k : g′k(x) <
g′k(y), g′k(z) = max (gk(z),0)
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them by the difference between the maximum and minimum values of the corre-


sponding objectives, and then these normalized distances are summed up giving a


crowding distance for the corresponding member. For those non-dominated mem-


bers which have a maximum or minimum value for any objective, the crowding


distance is assigned to have an infinite value, i.e., those members are considered as


the least crowded and removed last. Finally, the members of the non-dominated set


are sorted in monotonically decreasing order according to the crowding distances


and a desired number of members having the smallest crowding distance values are


removed. It should be noted that pruning based on diversity is done only among the


members of the last non-domination level of solutions that is to be selected for the


next generation.


In [19, pp. 245–246], it is claimed that with early generations there exist several


different non-domination levels and the diversity preservation has only a little effect


on the selection process. When the population starts to converge to the Pareto front,


the non-dominated sets become larger and eventually it is likely that the number


of solutions in the first non-domination level is larger than NP. Thus, only little di-


versity preservation is performed at the early generations but more during the late


generations. This kind of strategy gives a nice way to balance between convergence


and diversity, but unfortunately, it works only with a low number of objectives,


because the crowding distance metric used in NSGA-II does not estimate crowd-


ing well when the number of objectives is more than two [42]. Even if there were


a working diversity preservation technique, the balance between convergence and


diversity changes when the number of objectives increases. When the number of


objectives increases, the proportion of non-dominated members in the population


will also increase rapidly and the selection based on Pareto-dominance is not able to


sort the members and diversity preservation becomes a dominating operation in the


survival selection [53]. Therefore it has became evident that, NSGA-II in its original


form performs well only with problems having two objectives.


2.3 Basic Differential Evolution, DE/rand/1/bin


Basic DE is meant for unconstrained single-objective optimization and therefore


notations in this section are for single-objective optimization. As in a typical EA,


the idea in DE is to start with a randomly generated initial population, which is then


improved using selection, mutation, and crossover operations. Several ways exist to


determine a termination criterion for an EA, but usually a predefined upper limit


Gmax for the number of generations to be computed is used.


2.3.1 Initialization of the Population


Values for the initial population in DE are typically drawn from a uniform distribu-


tion. Formally this can be presented as [74]:
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PG = {x1,G,x2,G, . . . ,xNP,G} , xi,G = (x1,i,G,x2,i,G, . . . ,xD,i,G)


x j,i,0 = x
(lo)
j + rand j[0,1] ·


(


x
(hi)
j − x


(lo)
j


)


i = 1,2, . . . ,NP, NP ≥ 4, j = 1,2, . . . ,D .


(4)


In this representation, PG denotes a population after G generations (0 is the index


of an initial generation), xi,G denotes a decision vector (or individual) of the popu-


lation, and rand j[0,1] denotes a uniformly distributed random variable in the value


range [0,1]. Terms x
(lo)
j and x


(hi)
j denote lower and upper parameter bounds in initial-


ization, respectively. The size of the population is denoted by NP and the dimension


of decision vectors is denoted by D.


2.3.2 Mutation and Crossover


DE goes through each decision vector xi,G of the population and creates a corre-


sponding trial vector ui,G as follows [74]:


r1,r2,r3 ∈ {1,2, . . . ,NP} ,
(randomly selected,


except mutually different and different from i)
jrand ∈ {1,2, . . . ,D}
for( j = 1; j ≤ D; j = j+ 1)
{


if(rand j[0,1)<CR∨ j == jrand)
u j,i,G = x j,r3,G +F ·


(


x j,r1,G − x j,r2,G


)


else


u j,i,G = x j,i,G


}.


Indices r1, r2, and r3 are mutually different and drawn from the set of the population


indices. Functions randi[0,1) and rand j[0,1) return a random number drawn from


the uniform distribution between 0 and 1 for each different i and j. Both CR and


F are user defined control parameters for the DE algorithm and they remain fixed


during the whole execution of the algorithm. ParameterCR, controlling the crossover


operation, represents the probability that an element for the trial vector is chosen


from a linear combination of three randomly chosen vectors and not from the old


decision vector xi,G. The condition j == jrand ensures that at least one element of


the trial vector is different compared to the elements of the old vector. Parameter F


is a scaling factor for mutation and its value is typically (0,1+] (i.e., larger than 0


and the upper limit is in practice around 1 although there is no hard upper limit).


Effectively, CR controls the rotational invariance of the search 2, and its small value


(e.g., 0.1) is more suitable with separable problems while larger values (e.g., 0.9)


2 The search is rotationally invariant if it is independent from the rotation of coordinate axis of the


search space. Rotationally invariant search is preferable if the problem is not separable as it is the


case with most practical problems [59, 79].
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are for non-separable problems [74]. Control parameter F controls the speed and


robustness of the search, i.e., a lower value for F increases the convergence rate but


also the risk of getting stuck into a local optimum [74]. Parameters CR and NP have


a similar effect on the convergence rate as F [50, 74].


The difference between two randomly chosen vectors, xr1,G − xr2,G, defines the


magnitude and direction of mutation. When the difference is added to a third ran-


domly chosen vector xr3,G, this change corresponds to mutation of this third vector.


The basic idea of DE is that the mutation is self-adaptive to the objective function


space and to the current population. At the beginning of the optimization process


with DE, the magnitude of mutation is large because vectors in the population are


far away from each other in the search space. When the evolution proceeds and the


population converges, the magnitude of mutations gets smaller.


The self-adaptive mutation of DE allows to perform both global and local search.


Other strengths are its simplicity, linear scalability (i.e., computational cost of the


algorithm increases linearly with the number of decision variables), and ability to


perform a rotationally invariant search.


2.3.3 Selection


After each mutation and crossover operation the trial vector ui,G is compared to the


old decision vector xi,G. If the trial vector has equal 3 or lower objective value, then


it replaces the old vector. This can be presented as follows [74]:


xi,G+1 =


{


ui,G if f (ui,G)≤ f (xi,G)
xi,G otherwise


. (5)


The average objective value of the population will never deteriorate, because the


trial vector replaces the old vector only if it has equal or lower objective value.


Therefore, DE is an elitist search method.


2.3.4 Overall Algorithm


The overall presentation of basic DE (sometimes also referred to as “classic DE”)


is presented in Figure 1 [74]. This DE strategy is identified with the notation


DE/rand/1/bin in the DE literature. In this notation, ’rand’ indicates how the vector


for mutation is selected. The number of vector differences used in the mutation is


indicated next, and ’bin’ indicates the way the old vector and the trial vector are re-


combined. A number of other DE strategy variants also exists [17,18,69,74,75,85].


An empirical comparison study between different DE strategies with a set of


single-objective optimization problems has been conducted in 2006 [65]. It was


3 Preferring the trial vector in the case of equal objective values has importance if the objective


landscape contains a plateau; preferring the old vector would cause the search to stagnate on the


plateau.
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Input :D,Gmax,NP ≥ 4,F ∈ (0,1+],CR ∈ [0,1],and initial bounds: x(lo),x(hi)


Initialize :


{


∀i ≤ NP∧∀ j ≤ D : x j,i,0 = x
(lo)
j + rand j[0,1] ·


(


x
(hi)
j − x


(lo)
j


)


,


i = {1,2, . . .,NP} , j = {1,2, . . . ,D} ,G = 0, rand j[0,1] ∈ [0,1]





























































































































While G < Gmax


∀i ≤ NP





































































































Mutate and recombine:


r1, r2, r3 ∈ {1,2, . . .,NP} , randomly selected,
except mutually different and different from i


jrand ∈ {1,2, . . .,D} , randomly selected for each i


∀ j ≤ D,u j,i,G =











x j,r3,G +F ·
(


x j,r1,G − x j,r2,G


)


if rand j[0,1)<CR∨ j == jrand


x j,i,G otherwise


Select :


xi,G+1 =


{


ui,G if f (ui,G)≤ f (xi,G)
xi,G otherwise


G = G+1


Fig. 1 The basic DE algorithm


concluded that DE/best/1/bin generally performed best for the problem set but based


on the result, also DE/rand/1/bin performed well. In general, performance difference


between the two above mentioned strategies is that DE/best/1/bin is greedier and


faster but DE/rand/1/bin is more reliable and therefore performs better with harder


problems [75, pp. 154–156].


The stagnation possibility of the DE/rand/1/bin strategy has been discussed


in [59]. It is possible that the search stagnates or premature convergence occurs


before reaching the global optimum. These two cases can be distinguished by ob-


serving the diversity of the population (diversity is lost in the case of premature


convergence). Probability of stagnation or premature convergence can be reduced


by increasing the size of the population and/or F . The search can be also repeated


several times to increase confidence.


2.4 Differential Evolution for Multiple Objectives and with


Constraints


Several extensions of DE for multi-objective optimization have been proposed. As


mentioned earlier, first proposals converted a MOOP into a single-objective form


(e.g., [5, 10, 90]). Later proposals are mainly based on Pareto-dominance. In the


following, methods are listed in chronological order. More detailed review of most


of the approaches can be found in [17, pp. 596–604] and [64]. In many cases, new


proposals are slight modifications of earlier methods.


The first method extending DE for multi-objective optimization using the Pareto


approach was the Pareto-based DE approach in 1999 [11]. Pareto DE [8] was
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also mentioned around the same time, unfortunately without an explicit descrip-


tion of the method. After these in 2001–2002, the Pareto(-frontier) DE (PDE) al-


gorithm [2, 3], the first version of GDE [56], Self-adaptive PDE (SPDE) [1], and


the Pareto DE Approach (PDEA) [62] were introduced. Next in 2003–2004, Adap-


tive Pareto DE (APDE) [93], Multi-Objective DE (MODE) [91], Vector Evaluated


DE (VEDE) [70], the second version of GDE [46], and Non-dominated Sorting


DE (NSDE) [32] were proposed. In 2005, DE for Multiobjective Optimization


(DEMO) [76], the third version of GDE [49], and ε-MyDE [80] were introduced.


In 2006, DE for Multiobjective Optimization with Random Sets (DEMORS) [29],


Multiobjective DE based Decomposition (MODE/D) [60], ε-constraint with Cul-


tured DE (ε-CCDE) [7] were published. Next in 2007–2012, the DE algorithm based


on ε-dominance and an orthogonal design method (ε-ODEMO) [9], Opposition-


based Multi-Objective DE (OMODE) [71], Cluster-Forming DE (CFDE) [37], DE


with local dominance and a scalar selection mechanism (MODE-LD+SS) [67],


Adaptive Multi-objective DE with Stochastic Coding Strategy (AS-MODE) [31],


and Multi-Objective DE Algorithm (MODEA) [4] were published. Some of the lat-


est proposals are Integrated Multi-Objective DE (I-MODE) [82], DE with Pareto


Tournaments (DEPT) [13], Opposition-based Self-adaptive Hybridized DE Algo-


rithm for Multi-objective Optimization (OSADE) [16], and Variable-Size Multi-


Objective DE (VSMODE) [14]. Not all the later proposals are based on Pareto dom-


inance, e.g., MODE/D and ε-CCDE convert a multi-objective problem to a single-


objective form for solving.


In addition to new algorithm proposals, there exist also some other relevant stud-


ies. One study is about incorporating directional information in the selection of vec-


tors for the mutation step of DE [33]. Comparison between GA and DE in multi-


objective optimization has been done in [89] and it has been concluded that DE


explores the decision variable space better than GA. A comparison between four


different multi-objective DE variants is presented in [97]. The variants differ in bal-


ancing between convergence and diversity. Based on experimental results it is found


that the balancing technique that is used, e.g., in DEMO and the third version of


GDE is better than the one used, e.g., in PDEA. This same observation has been


noted also in [87].


Besides solving problems with multiple objectives, DE has also been modified


for handling problems with constraints [12,58,61,83]. First approaches were based


on applying penalty functions, which has the problem of selecting penalty parame-


ters as noted earlier. To overcome this problem, the selection rules given in [19, pp.


131–132] (cf. Section 2.1) have been used extensively later on [63].


3 Generalized Differential Evolution


The leading goal of GDE has been to keep changes as little as possible and to avoid


unnecessary complexity. The key idea and justification for the name is that the exten-


sion falls back to basic DE in the case of an unconstrained single-objective problem.
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This property is contrary to all the other multi-objective DE approaches mentioned


in Section 2.4.


GDE has been using the classic DE described in Section 2.3. This was chosen


for GDE because of its simplicity and good observed performance [77, 78]. This


strategy is also the most used DE strategy in the literature [17, p. 594]. However,


some other strategy or recent modification as described in [18,69,81] could be used


instead.


Several GDE versions exist and they differ in the way multi-objective optimiza-


tion is performed – more precisely, how diversity of solutions is maintained during


the search. In the following, different versions of GDE are described. Performance


is demonstrated here only for the last version of GDE. More results and numerical


comparisons between GDE versions can be found in [39].


3.1 First Version, GDE1


The first version, GDE1, extends the basic DE algorithm for constrained multi-


objective optimization by just modifying the selection operation of DE. In GDE1,


the selection operation is based on constrain-domination (cf. Section 2.1) and can


be simply defined as:


xi,G+1 =


{


ui,G if ui,G �c xi,G


xi,G otherwise.
(6)


The weak constrain-domination relation is used to maintain congruity with the se-


lection operation of DE. Thus, in the case of equality, the trial vector is preferred.


One should note that the selection is fully elitist in the sense of Pareto-dominance,


i.e., the best solutions cannot be lost during the search.


GDE1 does not have any kind of diversity preservation, which is rare compared


to present MOEAs. Nevertheless, GDE1 has been able to provide surprisingly good


results with the some problems in [44, 47] but has been found to be rather sensitive


to the selection of the control parameter values as noted in [48].


3.2 Second Version, GDE2


The second version, GDE2, introduced a diversity preservation operation to GDE


in [46]. Again, only the selection operation of basic DE was modified. The selection


is done based on crowding in the objective space when the trial and old vector are


feasible and non-dominating. More formally, the selection operation is now:
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xi,G+1 =







































































ui,G if



























































ui,G �c xi,G


∨

































∀ j ∈ {1, . . . ,K} : g j(ui,G)≤ 0


∧
xi,G ⊀ ui,G


∧
dui,G


≥ dxi,G


xi,G otherwise


, (7)


where di measures the distance of a particular solution i to its neighbor solutions.


Implementation was done by using the crowding distance of NSGA-II. However,


as noted in [46], any other distance measure could be used instead of the crowding


distance.


Since non-dominated sorting is not used, crowding is measured among the whole


population. This improves the extent and distribution of the obtained set of solutions


but slows down the convergence of the overall population because it favors isolated


solutions far from the Pareto front until all the solutions have converged near the


Pareto front. Also, GDE2 has been noted to be rather sensitive to the selection of


the control parameter values [46].


3.3 Third Version, GDE3


The third version, GDE3, was published in [42, 49]. Besides selection, another part


of basic DE was also modified. Now, in the case of comparing feasible and non-


dominating solutions, both vectors are saved. Therefore, at the end of a generation,


the size of the population may be larger than it originally was. If this is the case, the


population is then decreased back to the original size based on a similar selection


approach as used in NSGA-II. The worst population members according to non-


dominance and crowding are removed to decrease the size of the population to the


original size. Non-dominance is the primary sorting criterion and crowding is the


secondary sorting criterion as in NSGA-II.


Non-dominated sorting was modified to also take constraints into consideration


following principles of constrain-domination. The selection based on the crowding


distance was improved over the original method of NSGA-II to provide a better


distributed set of vectors. This improvement is described in the following section.


The whole GDE3 is presented in Figure 2. Parts that are new compared to pre-


vious GDE versions are framed in Figure 2. Without these parts, the algorithm is


identical to GDE1.


In NSGA-II and PDEA, the size of the population after a generation is 2NP,


which is then decreased to NP. In GDE3 and DEMO, the size of the population


after a generation is between NP and 2NP because the size of the population is


increased only if the trial vector and the old vector are feasible and non-dominated.


This will reduce the computational cost of the whole algorithm. DEMO and GDE3
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Input :D,Gmax,NP ≥ 4,F ∈ (0,1+],CR ∈ [0,1],and initial bounds: x(lo),x(hi)


Initialize :


{


∀i ≤ NP∧∀ j ≤ D : x j,i,0 = x
(lo)
j + rand j[0,1] ·


(


x
(hi)
j − x


(lo)
j


)


i = {1,2, . . . ,NP} , j = {1,2, . . .,D} ,G = 0,n = 0, rand j[0,1] ∈ [0,1],





































































































































































































































































































































































































While G < Gmax


∀i ≤ NP

















































































































































































































Mutate and recombine:


r1, r2, r3 ∈ {1,2, . . . ,NP} , randomly selected,
except mutually different and different from i


jrand ∈ {1,2, . . . ,D} , randomly selected for each i


∀ j ≤ D,u j,i,G =











x j,r3,G +F ·
(


x j,r1,G − x j,r2,G


)


if rand j[0,1)<CR∨ j == jrand


x j,i,G otherwise


Select :


xi,G+1 =


{


ui,G if ui,G �c xi,G


xi,G otherwise


Set :


n = n+1


xNP+n,G+1 = ui,G
if





























∀ j : g j(ui,G)≤ 0


∧
xi,G+1 == xi,G


∧
xi,G ⊀ ui,G

































































While n > 0


Select x ∈ P = {x1,G+1,x2,G+1, . . .,xNP+n,G+1} :









x belongs to the last non-dominated set of P


∧
x is the most crowded in the last non-dominated set


Remove x from P


n = n−1


G = G+1


Fig. 2 The GDE3 algorithm


emphasize convergence over diversity a bit more compared to NSGA-II and PDEA


as noted in [97].


Decreasing the size of the population at the end of a generation is the most com-


plex operation in the algorithm. The reduction is done by using non-dominated sort-


ing and pruning based on crowding. The run-time complexity of non-dominated


sorting is O
(


NP logM−1 NP
)


[34]. The pruning of population members based on


crowding is also a complex operation in general. When the operation is performed
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using the crowding distance, it can be performed in time O(MNP logNP) [42].


Therefore overall run-time complexity of GDE3 is O
(


GmaxNP logM−1 NP
)


.


Compared to the earlier GDE versions, GDE3 improves the ability to handle


MOOPs by giving a better distributed set of solutions and being less sensitive to the


selection of control parameter values. GDE3 has been compared to NSGA-II and


has been found to be at least comparable based on experimental results in [49].


3.3.1 Diversity Preservation for Bi-Objective Problems


The first diversity preservation technique used in GDE3 was an improved version


of the approach used in NSGA-II. In NSGA-II, the crowding distance values are


calculated once for all the members of a non-dominated set. Then members having


the smallest crowding distance values are removed without taking into account that


the removal of a member will affect the crowding distance value of its neighbors.


The outcome is that the diversity of the remaining members after removal is non-


optimal.


The diversity preservation operation in GDE3 removes the most crowded mem-


bers from a non-dominated set one by one and updates the crowding distance value


of the remaining members after each removal. A straightforward approach would


have time complexity class O
(


MNP2
)


but a more sophisticated algorithm exists and


it has time complexity class O(MNP logNP), which is the same as for the approach


used with NSGA-II. This approach is described in [42] and was implemented when


GDE3 was originally introduced but published later because the detailed description


of the diversity preservation technique did not fit into [49].


In [42] it has been shown that the crowding distance does not estimate crowd-


ing properly when the number of objectives is more than two. This is a significant


observation since NSGA-II is the most popular MOEA and the crowding distance


has been used in many studies even during recent years. The crowding distance has


also been used in cases with more than two objectives, e.g, in [4, 72]. It should be


mentioned that several multi-objective DE approaches mentioned in Section 2.4 use


the crowding distance and therefore do not provide good diversity when the number


of objectives is more than two.


3.3.2 Diversity Preservation for Many-Objective Problems


Based on observations in [42], a new efficient diversity preservation technique was


needed for many-objective problems. The term many-objective is used in the MOEA


literature when the number of objectives is more than three. In this chapter, many-


objective refers to a situation when the number of objectives is three or more.


A pruning method intended to be both effective and relatively fast was proposed


in [41]. The basic idea of the method is to eliminate the most crowded members of a


non-dominated set one by one, and update the crowding information of the remain-


ing members after each removal. The crowding estimation is based on distances to
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the nearest neighbors of solution candidates in the objective space and an efficient


search method to find the nearest neighbors.


The diversity preservation technique used in GDE3 was replaced with the di-


versity preservation technique intended for a large number of objectives presented


in [41]. Although the last published version number for GDE is 3, the version having


diversity maintenance technique for many-objective problems, can be considered as


a version 3.1.


The final populations for several ZDT and DTLZ problems [23,98] solved using


GDE3 with the diversity maintenance technique for many-objective optimization


are shown in Figures 3 and 4. Good results can be observed for all the problems.


With ZDT problems 250 generations and a population size of 100 were used. The


DTLZ problems were solved using 250 generations and population size 200. It was


justified to use a larger population size than with the ZDT problems to approximate


the Pareto front since the objective space has a higher dimensionality. The control


parameter values CR= 0.2 and F = 0.2 were used with the problems with the excep-


tion that values CR= 0.0 and F = 0.5 were used with ZDT4 4. Small CR values were


used for the problems since they are separable (cf. Section 2.3). Another reason for


small CR values was that the objectives of the ZDT problems, especially ZDT4, are


in different order of difficulty. This means that solving different individual objec-


tives needs a different computational effort. Using a large CR value would lead to


a premature convergence along the first objective far before the second objective


converges as noted in [45, 48, 51].


GDE3 with the diversity preservation technique for many-objective optimization


was one of the participants in a multi-objective optimization competition arranged


at the 2007 IEEE Congress on Evolutionary Computation (CEC 2007). The task was


to solve a set of multi-objective problems having from two to five objectives defined


in [30]. Based on the results reported in [52], GDE3 with the described diversity


preservation technique received a winning entry nomination in the competition. Two


years later the same method participated another multi-objective optimization com-


petition arranged at the 2009 IEEE Congress on Evolutionary Computation (CEC


2009) [54] and this time the method was ranked among the top five best-performing


algorithms.


GDE3 has been also implemented into publicly available object-oriented frame-


work for multi-objective optimization [25] and it has been used in several compara-


tive studies, e.g., in [22, 31, 96].


3.4 Studies of Control Parameter Values for GDE


The effect of control parameters CR and F was studied with GDE1 and GDE3


in [48] and [51], respectively. Different control parameter values were tested using


bi-objective test problems and performance metrics described in [19, pp. 326–328,


4 ZDT4 has multiple equally spaced local Pareto fronts and F = 0.5 advances moving from one


local front to another [48, 51].
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Fig. 3 Results for ZDT problems using GDE3 with the diversity maintenance technique for many-


objective optimization.
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338–360]. The experiments were restricted for the two objective problems due to


space limitation in the articles. Similar experiments were repeated with the GDE


version 3.1 and the DTLZ test problems varying the number of objectives from two


to five in [39].


According to the diversity and cardinality measures in [48, 51], GDE3 provides


a better distribution with a larger number of non-dominated solutions than GDE1 in


general. The results (especially the number of non-dominated solutions) of GDE3


is also less sensitive to the variation of the control parameter values compared to


GDE1, i.e., GDE3 appears to be more robust in terms of the control parameter values


selection.


Based on the empirical results in [39, 48, 51], suitable control parameter value


ranges for multi-objective optimization are the same as for single-objective opti-


mization, i.e., CR ∈ [0,1] and F ∈ (0,1+]. As noted in [48, 51], if the complexity of


objectives differs greatly (i.e., the objectives demand considerably different compu-


tational effort if solved individually), it is better to use a smaller CR value to prevent


the population from converging to a single point of the Pareto front.


From the results in [39, 48, 51], an inverse relationship between the values of CR


and F was observed, i.e., a larger F value can be used with a small CR value than


with a large CR value, and this relationship is nonlinear. An explanation for this was


found from theoretical analysis of the single-objective DE algorithm. A formula for


the relationship between the control parameters of DE and the evolution of the pop-


ulation variance / standard deviation has been presented in [92]. The change of the


population standard deviation between successive generations due to the crossover


and mutation operations is denoted with c and its value is calculated as:


c =


√


2F2CR− 2CR/NP+CR2/NP+ 1 . (8)


When c < 1, the crossover and mutation operations decrease the population’s stan-


dard deviation. When c= 1, the standard deviation does not change, and when c> 1,


the standard deviation increases. Since the selection operation of an EA usually de-


creases the population standard deviation, c > 1 is recommended in order to prevent


premature convergence. On the other hand, if c is too large, the search process pro-


ceeds reliably, but too slowly. In [39, 48, 51], it has been observed that c = 1.5 is


a suitable upper limit. This limit has been noticed also with single-objective prob-


lems [92]. When the size of the population is relatively large (e.g., NP > 50), the


value of c depends mainly on the values of CR and F .


Since the selection of the control parameters for unknown problems still cause


difficulty, an automated control parameter adaptation approach for CR and F has


been studied in [40] and found to increase robustness so that a user can incorpo-


rate this adaptation method instead of selecting fixed control parameter values. A


selection rule for NP has also been given in [40]. Several other parameter control


mechanisms have been compared in [24]. A good control parameter control mech-


anism with an automated stopping criterion would release users from selecting any


parameters.
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3.5 Constrained Optimization with GDE


The GDE versions include in their definition also a constraint handling approach,


which is identical in all the versions. This constraint handling approach was first


introduced and evaluated for single-objective optimization with DE in [57] and later


extended into multi-objective optimization with GDE.


In [47], a small set of mechanical design problems including several constraints


was solved using GDE1. GDE1 has been also used to solve a given set of con-


strained single-objective optimization problems in the CEC 2006 Special Session


on Constrained Real-Parameter Optimization [50]. GDE1 was able to solve almost


all the problems in a given maximum number of solution candidate evaluations. A


better solution than previously known was found for some problems. It was also


demonstrated that GDE actually needs a lower number of function evaluations than


required if all the constraints are to be evaluated (as it is in the case of several other


constraint handling techniques).


In [49], the ability of GDE versions to handle several constraints and different


types of decision variables has been demonstrated using a bi-objective spring de-


sign problem. GDE versions use real-coded variables, which are converted into cor-


responding actual variable types before evaluation of the solution candidate.


The GDE versions have been successfully applied also for more challenging con-


strained multi-objective optimization problems such as scaling filter design [55],


multi-objective scheduling for NASA’s space science missions [35, 36], balanced


surface acoustic wave and microwave filters design [27, 86], Yagi-Uda antenna de-


sign [28], the software project scheduling problem [15], and the molecular sequence


alignment problem [43]. The last problem is a nonlinear problem with thousands of


integer decision variables. Such large problems have rarely been successfully solved


with an EA.


4 Future Directions


Many real world problems have computationally expensive objectives and con-


straints. These have been problematic for EAs since they generally require a large


number of function evaluations. One possible remedy is parallelization of the algo-


rithm. GDE, like EAs in general, can be easily parallelized. Another approach for


computationally expensive functions is to use approximations of functions, meta-


models, during most of the search and evaluate the actual functions only when re-


ally required. These modifications to GDE are possible when GDE is applied to


practical problems. Also, the basic DE can be modified as has been done in several


approaches described in [18, 69].


GDE as DE are best suited for real-parameter optimization but also for the cases


when the parameters are of different types since they can be converted easily to


real-parameters. In the case of combinatorial optimization, some other methods have


been considered to be more suitable. However, there are studies extending DE also to
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other domains to be applicable also for combinatorial and discrete optimization [68,


73, 88, 94].


Further investigation of the automated control parameter adaptation is still needed


in order to increase the usability of GDE. The ideal situation would be to have all


the parameters automated to free the user from their selection.


5 Conclusions


The development history of Generalized Differential Evolution (GDE) has been de-


scribed with a brief review of other multi-objective approaches based on Differential


Evolution (DE). GDE is a real-coded general purpose EA extended from DE to han-


dle multiple objectives and constraints. Each GDE version falls back to DE in the


case of an unconstrained single-objective problem. DE was chosen as a basic search


“engine” because it is an effective and widely applicable evolutionary algorithm


characterized with simplicity, linear scalability, and ability to perform a rotationally


invariant search.


The first version, GDE1, extends DE for constrained multi-objective optimiza-


tion by modifying the selection rule of basic DE. The basic idea in the selection


rule is that the trial vector is selected to replace the old vector in the next genera-


tion if the trial vector weakly constrain-dominates the old vector. There is neither


explicit non-dominated sorting during the optimization process, nor an extra reposi-


tory for non-dominated vectors, nor any mechanism for preserving diversity. GDE1


has been observed to perform well with some problems but found rather sensitive


to the selection of the control parameter values. Also, the diversity of the obtained


solutions could have been better.


The second version, GDE2, makes a selection between the old and the trial vector


based on crowding in the objective function space when the vectors are feasible and


not dominating each other in the objective function space. This improves the extent


and distribution of an obtained set of solutions but slows down the convergence of


the population because it favors isolated solutions far from the Pareto front until all


the solutions have converged near the Pareto front. This GDE version, too, has been


observed to be rather sensitive to the selection of the control parameter values.


The third version is GDE3. In addition to the selection operation change, a further


modification to basic DE is population reduction at the end of each generation, if the


size of the population has grown during the generation. In the case of being feasible


and non-dominated, both the old and the trial vectors are saved for the population


of the next generation. At the end of each generation, the size of the population is


reduced using non-dominated sorting and pruning based on crowding estimation.


GDE3 provides better distribution of solutions than the earlier GDE versions and it


is also more robust in terms of the selection of the control parameter values.


The diversity preservation technique of GDE3 is an improved version of the tech-


nique in NSGA-II based on the crowding distance. The technique has been noticed


to provide a good diversity in the case of two objectives but the diversity deterio-
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rates with a larger number of objectives because the crowding distance metric does


not estimate crowding well when the number of objectives is more than two. This


observation is noteworthy because NSGA-II is the most used MOEA, several multi-


objective DE variants apply crowding distance, and because the crowding distance


metric has subsequently been used in several studies with more than two objectives.


Because of the defect in the crowding distance metric, GDE3 has been further


developed with the diversity preservation technique designed for many-objective


problems. This technique provides a good diversity also in the cases of more than


two objectives and is relatively fast, especially with a low number of objectives. The


time needed by the pruning technique increases when the number of objectives but


is substantially less compared to the other effective approaches in MOEAs. GDE


with this diversity preservation technique can be considered as version 3.1.


The influence of the control parameters has been studied and discussed with re-


spect to GDE1 and GDE3. Multi-objective optimization is fundamentally different


compared to single-objective optimization since the population is not expected to


converge to a single point. It was found that GDE3 is more robust with respect to


control parameter values and provides a better diversity than GDE1. It appears that


suitable control parameter ranges for multi-objective optimization are the same as


for single-objective optimization, i.e., CR ∈ [0,1] and F ∈ (0,1+]. However, it is


better to use a smaller CR value to prevent premature convergence of one objective


if the difficulty of objectives differ, i.e., different objectives demand considerably


different computational effort if solved one at time.


The nonlinear relationship between CR and F was observed following the theory


of basic single-objective DE concerning the relationship between the control pa-


rameters and the evolution of the population’s variance / standard deviation. Based


on this observation, it is advisable to select the values for CR and F satisfying the


condition 1.0 < c < 1.5, where c denotes the change of the population’s standard


deviation between successive generations due to the variation (crossover and muta-


tion) operators.


The GDE versions have been used in a number of problems having different


number of objectives and constraints. GDE3 with the diversity preservation tech-


nique for many-objective optimization has been able to solve successfully some


difficult problems involving up to five objectives and has performed well compared


to several other MOEAs.


Currently, GDE is a potentially general purpose optimizer for nonlinear optimiza-


tion with constraints and objectives. However, some limitations in GDE exist: GDE


is not applicable for optimization having large number of objectives (e.g. over 20)


because selection based on Pareto-dominance does not function well then anymore.


Finally, it can be concluded that GDE3 with the diversity preservation technique


for many-objective problems is a good choice for global nonlinear optimization with


different types of decision variables, constraints, and a few (e.g., one to five) objec-


tives.
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